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Abstract

The validity of the image model is investigated both analytically and experimentally in a half space with an infinite single 

reflecting surface present. This paper exploits the Sonunerfeld integral that represents the exact solution for the reflected 이d 

in the half space. The solution is shown to be obtained by direct numerical integration which yields more accurate and stable 

res니ts. The predicted results from the image model are compared to those from the direct numerical integration of the Som

merfeld integral. It is also experimentally demonstrated that the image model gives accepta비y accurate results. It is of signif

icance that this paper reveals analytical and experimental validation of using the image model except near-grazing incidence.

I. Introduction

The reflection of a spherical wave on an infinite plane 

boundary in a half space is usually explained by putting 

an image source at the mirror-image position of the real 

source with respect to the infinite plane boundary and by 

using the complex reflection coefficient of the plane boun

dary. It has been the basic theory which is used by the 

image model. However, this is true o이y when the reflect

ive properties of the plane boundary is independent of the 

angle of incidence. It implies that the image model is also 

an approximate solution. For instance, the image model can 

be used to measure the incident-angle dependent reflective 

properties of plane surfacesfl]. Therefore it is necessary to 

examine how close the basic theory of the image model 

is to an exact solution and in what situation this can be 

used to represent reflections with reasonable accuracy.

The exact solution to the reflected field in a half space 

is given by the ^Sommerfeld integral**, which was formul

ated by decomposing a spherical wave radiated from a 

monopole source into an infinite number of plane waves 

[2]. In order to solve the Sonunerfeld integral several as

sumptions and approximations have been made by using 

such as the complementary error function[3], the sad이e 

point method[4], the steepest descent method[5], and the 

series expansion method[6]. In this work the Sommerfeld 

integral is shown to be solved by direct numerical 

integration under the local reaction assumption. This en

ables the calculation of the accuracy of the image model.
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It is shown that the exact reflected field, in most cases, 

can be replaced by the contribution made by an image 

source with good accuracy except near-grazing incidence. 

Furthermore, experimental work in addition to this fact is 

inevitable to examine the validity of the image model.

II. Comparison Between the Analytical Solution 
and the Image Model

The complex acoustic pressure p(x, y, z) at the re

ceiver position in Fig. 1, when the source strength(volume 

acceleration) is unity, is given by

~jkr0
Xx, 乂 z) = ■으彳三爲 - + prefl (1)

where prefl is the reflected wave field, 为 is the wave 

number of the spherical wave radiated from the mono- 
pole source, and p0 is the ambient density of air. Since 

the wavefront of a spherical wave is incompatible with a 

plane boundary, it is necessary to decompose a spherical 

wave into an infinite number of plane waves. By decom

posing a spherical wave into an infinite number of plane 

waves 力湖 can be expressed by[7]

Prefl —--牛f 丿0( 初編 0) e ~갸3 저 ⑵

匚

where、R(、0) is the complex reflection coefficient of the 

infinite plane boundary which depends upon the angle of 

incidence, Q, and JQ(krsin0) is the Bessel function of 

zeroth order.
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Detector, p(x,y,z)

Figure 1. Configuration of source and detector in a half space. 
O is the origin of the coordinate system.

Then Eq. (2) can be computed by numerical integration 

technique[8]. It can be easily demonstrated that, except 

grazing incidence, Eq. (2) converges rapidly. The numerical 

integration technique used in this work is the TiapezWd&l 

rule. The magnitude of the constant step A 0 replacing 

d0 in Eq. (2) should be made as small as possible for 
good accuracy. A value of 10 5 radians was chosen for 

A in this work. In Appendix A, the underlying princi

ples of the numerical integration used in this paper are 

presented and a specific result is shown which demon

strates the convergence of the integral.

The reflection coefficient of a locally reacting 

plane boundary, when a plane wave is incident upon it, 

can be expressed as

- £으均。二丄 
腿—Ecos0+1 (3)

In Fig. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, this is plotted against the 

angle of incidence for three different vahies of £ 

when r is 2A, 54, respectively where A is the 

wavelength. The £'s are tabulated in Table 1 together 

with the corresponding diffuse absorption coefficient, ad, 

when local reaction is assumed[9]. It should be noted 
that the results illustrated in Fig. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are 

independent of frequency since the values of r, z(}, 

and z were given in terms of A.

The results demonstrate that the degree of accuracy 

achieved by using Eq. (4) to define the reflected field is 

most sensitive to the angle of incidence 3Q. When is 

smaller than 60°, the true reflected field can be replaced 

by Eq. (4) with good accuracy provided that the detector 

position is many wavelengths from the source. In gener

al, Eq. (4) is a good approximation to the reflected field 

except for grazing incidence sound or surfaces of high 

absorption coefficient when the source-receiver distance is 

less than or equal to a few wavelengths. It is worthwhile 

to note the trends of the error curves shown in Fig. 2.1, 

2.2, and 2.3. Specifically when the angle of incidence is 

greater that 65°, the image model produces more accurate 

predictions for the case when the plane boundary has an 

absorption coefficient of 0.71 than for the cases when it 

has a value either 0.21 or 0.41.

Table 1. The acoustic properties of the infinite plane boundary.
(占：Specific acoustic impedance, <zd: diffuse absor
ption coefficient)

curve 1 5.00-yl 1.00 0.21
curve 2 1.00 -丿283 0.41
curve 3 0.59 + 丿0.57 0.71

where £ is the specific acoustic impedance of the infinite 

plane boundary normalized by the characteristic impedance 

poc of air, and c is the speed of sound. In this paper, 

it is assumed that all the acoustic materials are locally 

reacting. In most cases, except the near-grazing incidence, 

pTef} can be replaced with good approximation by

-
image = -으；布— 砲0) (4)

This is the contribution to the total field made by the 

image source as illustrated in Fig. 1. The percentage 

err이•(%) between />refl and pimage can be defined as

0 20 40 60 80
Angle of incidence in degrees
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Figure 2.1. The percentage (%) error between pTef} and />image. 
The angle of incidence denotes 0° in Fig. 1. r 
is 2 人.
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has a value less than 0.71.
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Figure 2.2. The percentage (%) error between 力卿 and ^jmage.
The angle of incidence denotes in Fig. 1. r is
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Figure 2.3. The percentage (%) error between />refl and pinvise.
The angle of incidence denotes 허｝ in Fig. 1. r is 
1%

III. Comparision of the Acoustical Frg니ency 
Response Functions Between Measurement 
and the Image Model

The measurement set-up is drawn in Fig. 3. A 5cm- 

thick plastic foam, which is an open cell type> is used 

to cover a 5cm-thick high-density fibre-board. The intent

ion was to simulate a rigid-backing condition. The mon

opole source used in the measurement is shown in Fig.

4. For the source and microphone positions shown in 

Fig. 3 the angle of incidence is about 27°. According to 

the error curves plotted in Fig. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, the 

expected error of the image model will be less than 5% 

when the diffuse absorotion coeffcient of the plastic foam 

Figure 3. Measurement set-up. p(a))： is the pressure signal 
measured at the microphone, The acoustic 
source driving signal

Figure 4. Monopole source used in the measurement. The 
opening diameter of the horn is 28mm. A loudsp
eaker unit 15cm in diameter is fixed between the 
horn and the cylindrical body.

Its directivity will depend upon the polar angle meas

ured from the central axis. Let us denote the directivity 

of the source as D(仞，0°) when the angular frequency 

is co and the polar angle is 6°. As an illustration D( cy, 

63°)/D((u, 0°) was measured in an anechoic room, and is 

plotted in Fig, 5. This source shows good omnidirection

ality over the whole range of polar angles on the frquency 

range of 80 Hz to 800 Hz.

The frequency response function between the pressure 

and the output drive voltage of the power amplifier in 

Fig. 3, p(a시is plotted in Fig. 6. In order to obtain 

the acoustical frequency response function which is the
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(a) Modulus

Frequency in Hz

Figure 5. Relative directivity D(w, 63°)/£>(i妬 0°) of the source 
shown in Fig. 4.

Frequency in Hz

Figure 7. The frequency response function between the pressure 
and the output drive voltage of the power amplifier 
in an anechoic chamber.

pressure response per unit source stren옹th, a source calib

ration was carried out in an anechoic chamber usin응 the 

same measurement set-up that is shown in Fig. 3. In this 

paper, volume acceleration is chosen to be the source 

strength. Like the previous measurement, p(((시 was

measured. This is shown in Fig. 7. The volume accelerat

ion per unit output drive volta응e of the power amplifier, 

can be computed from

汕)= Eg。渺(•流乙“/) ") <勺

v(G - Po , k(G ⑵

where 方(co) denotes the time derivative of the volume 

velocity, and rea! is the distance between the source and 

the microphone. In this measurement, rCQi was 2.3m. In 

order to produce the sim미ated frequency response function 

from the image model, the normal specific impedance of 

the plastic foam, was measured by an impedance tube 

test with a ri흥id backing condition. The results are 

pl이ted in Fig. 8. This enabled R(0o) to be calculated 

from Eq. (3).The acoustical frequency response function 

can be obtained by dividing the frequency response funct

ion shown in Fig. 6 by Eq. (5). This is shown in Fig. 9 

together with that simulated by the image model. Excel

lent a응reement is shown.

IV. Comparision of the Pressure Impulse Re
sponses Between Measurement and Image 
Model

It is also useful to compare the time domain responses. 

The impulse response functions are defined for an omni

(a) Mod비us

Frequency in Hz

Figure 6. The frequency response function between the pressure 
and the output drive voltage of the power amplifier 
for the single surface measurement.(Rcfer to Fig. 3.)

Frequency in Hz

Figure 8. Normal specific acoustic impedance of the plastic foam.
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The second source strength signal is a Gabor pulse, 

的。)，given by

呢(f) = e cqs(cWq t) (9)

Frequency in Hz

Figure 9. The acoustical frequency response functions obtained 
from the measurement and the phase image model. 
Measurement: --------- ； Phase image model: .. .......

呢(J) is the real part of the Gabor elementary signal, 

g(f), given by[11,12]

或£)=疽寸 (10)

where the product 4tWd takes the minimum value of 

n. For 或旗 the constant a is related to △£, Ac(j by

八”= '房+ ， 腿=頌& a (11)

directional source. Also real acoustic sources are reason

ably omnidirectional o이y within limited frequency band

width. Tlierefore a suitable source strength signal defined 

within this bandwidth should be used. Here, we illustrate 

the importance of the choice of this limited bandwidth 

signal.

For any band limited time signal, the product of the 

time width AZ and its frequency bandwidth A(y(or A/) 

is always subject to the restriction of the “Uncertainty 

principle" which states that

△,t △、«)〉项 or 그:0.5 (6)

where a> is in radians/sec and f is in cycles/sec. We 

illustrate the importance of using a signal whose value 

of AZ is as sm시 1 as possible for a given Aa> by pre

senting the results of using two different signals. The first 

source strength signal to be used is 叭(f) given by[10]

sin y (A cy) Z
叩M) = --- z---------------- cos(q)q t) (7)

2 (△⑦)r

where the product 4ttakes the value of 2/r and a?0 

is the centre frequency of the band. Thus AZ is twice the 

minimum value possible for the given value of A<y. Its 

Fourier Transform 少«&) is a square spectrum given by

읏云 for Wo— ^区 如+

S(<y)= (8)
0 for —令으〉(趴) + -응으

For 罗心)，however, the product Ao> becomes ap

proximately /r. Its Fourier Transform 岷成 is given by

、 1 [『'으■끄오L T岑辭1] e
姒G = —3 I。 J (12)

For the single surface reflection experiment described 

above, Fig. 10 아lows 饥(f) and 由(/) with △£= 1/300 

sec, A/ = 30() Hz, and = 500 Hz. The pressure im

pulse responses due to 叭(、f)are compared in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 12 shows 屮心)and ^2(/) with 1/600 sec, 

A/ = 300 Hz,丿% = 500 H乙 The pressure impulse re

sponses due to % (r) are compared in Fig. 13. These

x 104 (a)

5 • -

4 -

3 -

2 - .

1 ■'

o'---- '--- L.---- 」」--- .----
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Frequency in Hz
(b)

Time in milliseconds

Figure 10. Source strength signal; (a)由(/), and (b)饥(f).
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Figure 11. Pressure impulse responses due to 叩\(f). 
Measurement: Thick solid line, 
Phase image model: Thin solid line

Figure 13. Pressure impulse responses due to 屮心). 

Measurement: Thick solid line, 
Phase image mod이: Thin solid line

results were computed by taking the inverse Fourier trans

form of the product of the acoustical frequency response 

function and the Fourier transform of the source strength 

signal.

For both of the input signals the image model predicts 

the measured impulse responses with good accuracy even 

though the incident angle dependent reflection coefficient 

was deduced from a local reaction assumption. A Gabor 

pulse has the advantage over other types of signal that 

its time duration is the shortest possible for a given fr

equency bandwidth. Fig. 13 in particular shows how well 

the direct and first reflected pulses are resolved when the 

source strength time history is a Gabor pulse.

Frequency in Hz 
(b)

Time in milliseconds

Figure 12. Source strength signal; (a)姻(/), and (b)

V. Conclusion

The validity of using the image model was obviously 

demonstrated by the theoretical analysis and measurement 

performed in a single reflecting surface environment. It 

was shown that the accuracy of the image model is most 

sensitive to the angle of incidence. Except for near-grazing 

incidence, the image model was shown to approximate the 

reflected field with good accuracy. The Sommerfeld inte

gral representing the exact reflected field was solved by 

direct numerical integration, which provides a good guide

line for testing the validity of the various models for 

computing the reflected field in the half space. The re

flected field predicted by the image model was in good 

agreement with that measured. By introducing a Gabor 

pulse as a source strength signal, the direct wave and the 

first-reflected wave could be almost completely resolved 

for both measurement and the image model.
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Appendix A. Basic Theory for N나merical Integr
ation of EQ. (2)

The integration contour r6 can be divided into two 

paths. Path extends from 0 to tt/2 on the real axis. 

Path 广2 extends from 찌2 to 勿/2 + 丿'. This is illustr

ated in Fig. A.l. Eq. (2) is also known as the Sommer

feld Integral.

Imaginary

Fig니re A.1. Integration contour,「&(=「_ +「或)，订1 the complex 
^-plane.

The Sommerfeld Integral evaluated along path 丿｝, 

which will be denoted by preflt j, will be given by

沁M严 
4兀Jo J0(krsin a) exp(—，袂(z+z°) cosa) Ro) sima da

(Al)

where is

"T쑤*그
(A2)

By using the identity 

cos( 뜰 + 力3) = cos 을 cosh^~ jsin '흘 sinh^ = — jsinh^

血，号 十彻=sin •奇 cosh^+jeos sinh^ = cosh/3

The Sommerfeld integral evaluated along path r2, 

will be denoted by 力,矶.2，will be given by

coshBQo氏 广8
y =才Jo h"s听由忘硕芥諭

砥号+询dB

(A3)

which

(A4)

where /?(苛+顶)is

p(JL 4 浦=工&城色土丄2 +用—*部観T (A5)

the sumThus the solution of the Sommerfeld integral is 

of prefl,i and pra”. pTCfi,i is a definite integral but pren,2 is 

an improper integral whose integration variable B extends 

from 0 to 8. Except grazing incidence, it can be easily 

noticed that the integrand of Eq. (A.4) is a rapidly decay

ing function of B converging toward zero. Let us express 

the integrand of Eq. (A4) by F(B\ Then pren,2 can be 

expresseded by

E =「쁪 E F(B)dB +-뽀 U F(B)dB
(A6)

+ 쁘普 f2 F(B)dB +…

Let us denote each term in Eq. (A6) by A(0), A(l), 

A(2), A(4), •••. Then Eq. (A6) can be represented by

=刀(0)+刀(D + A(2) +… (A7)

If the series A(0), A(l), A(2), .... is rapi히y converging 

toward zero, then 如心 can be computed. Actually they 

do converge except grazing incidence. The numerical te

chnique used is the Trapezoidal rule, da and d8 in Eq. 

(Al) and (A4) will be replaced by A a and which 
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are constant steps on a and B axis, respectively. For 

good accuracy, /\a and should be made as small 

as possible. One example of the numerical integration 

was undertaken for the following configuration shown in 

Fig. A.2. Several values of Atz and 八、8 were 나scd in 

order to investigate the convergence of Eq. (Al) and (A4). 

The specific acoustic impedance & of the surface was as

sumed to be 5.00 jl 1.00 with local reaction assumed. The 

values of c and p0 used are 344 m/sec and 1.21 kg/m5.

Figure A.2. Configuration of source and detector in a half 
space. O is lhe origin of the coordinate system.

The results are presented in Table A.l. It is evident 

that as A(7 and become smaller, the Sommerf이d 

integral converges
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Table A. 1. Comparison of the numerical integrations with different spacings of A a and

Prefl,\ Prefix Prefl, 1 = Prefl, 1 + Pref 1.2

= 10'4 -l.OO323e-2 匕/20651牝一2 -2.4855 lc-3 丿3.00200c - 4 -1.25178e-2 + J2.03512e-2

-l.OO323e-2 + yl.06514e-2 -2.4855Oc-3 y3.00202e-4 -1.25178e-2 +y2.03512c-2

△a = A/? — 10~6 -1.00323c-2 + J2.065 14j2 -2.48550c-3 - ；3.00202c-4 -1.25178e-2 项.03512c-2


